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Attendees

The following members were present:

- Stefan Ebeling (BMW AG)
- David Schumm (Daimler AG)
- Stefan Wartini (Müller-BBM VibroAkustik Systeme GmbH)
- Angelika Wittek (openMDM Toolkit Manager)

Topics

Dev Team

The additional developer has started his work by reading and enhancing the technical documentation. After that he will help in redesigning the node provider.

Tasks:

1. openMDM 5.1.0 was released.
2. The next milestone 5.2.0 M1 will contain the contribution from BMW.
3. After that the Git repos will be moved into a new structure (see below).
4. The enhanced Node Provider (based on the feature set of openMDM 4) will be available with M2.
5. In the upcoming SC meeting the next tasks will be defined: Angelika suggested new features around NVH.

Git Repositories

As a first step in restructuring the repos all already merged branches have been deleted. The dev team is in touch with the developers of the Daimler contribution. The goal is to minimize the necessary work when merging this open branch into the new Master repo.

Angelika will notify the developers when the git repo is in “ready only” mode during the migration.

Right after the migration the build scripts and the corresponding readme files will be adapted. Altogether this task will take ca. two weeks.

Then the artefacts “API base” and “API default” will be merged into a single one. Finally the Angular UI will be moved into a dedicated structure.

Next call

The next AC call is scheduled for Mai 8 2020. Stay healthy!